“It’s not too late to learn how to swim”

Vicki Klafter sees it all the time. As a lifeguard at AquaVenture Water Park, she watches adults who only dip their toes in the water because they don’t know how to swim. They have an opportunity to learn, though. AquaVenture is offering a session of swimming lessons in July for those who are ages 16 and above.

“This is a class for people who may want to learn to swim or maybe just want to improve their stroke, practice water exercise workouts or learn a new stroke,” said Pat von Glan, City of Norfolk Recreation Director.

Klafter and Colby Spence will be teaching the session and have over 13 combined years of experience in competitive swimming. They each have also taught youth swimming lessons for over four years.

Cost of the class will be $40 and will run three days a week for two weeks. Specific dates and times will be released according to the amount of interest in the lessons.

For more information contact von Glan at 402-844-2014 or AquaVenture at 402-844-2270.